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Details of Visit:

Author: slipnslide
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 26 Aug 2022
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: One2One Escorts
Website: http://www.one2one-escorts.co.uk
Phone: 07935022957

The Premises:

A ground floor flat in a tidy block of flats on the outer edges of Aylesbury

The Lady:

Height probably 5' 2". VERY slim almost thin. Never a size 8 or even a 6 really. Friendly with
blonded hair.

The Story:

This lady is like very slim almost thin but I quite like that. She is no size 8 and 6 might be a bit big.
Arrived on time but kept waiting outside a quiet block of flats for 10 minutes, presumably someone
else taking longer. On entry was met with a friendly reception. Soon on the bed warming up and
then into some covered oral. Covered was part of the deal but I tend to expect OWO for half an
hour at £80. Next swinging her leg over the top of me to taste the minge in the 69 position with her
on top. This suddenly comes to a halt and she mounts me cowgirl and starts riding. Then she
dismounts and offers herself in the doggie position I take this up for some minutes. I then suggest
missionary. In that position the fit of cock in cunt is just right and I can feel everything very nicely.
After a few minutes of gentle but steady shafting I am told to speed up. I stlll have 10 minutes on the
clock but basically she wants me to finish early. I do as I am told and even as the last shots are
being fired there is a hand between the bodies pulling the cock out of the cunt. By the way, the
quoted DFK, part of the GFE experience I suppose, never materialised. The was not even any
kissing allowed. If you like em very slim this one is for you. The fucking action was good, but being
shoved out early and no kissing does not leave me wanting to return.
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